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How to use this guide
As a cybersecurity or IT professional you’ll know that the industry’s alphabet soup is a running joke. 

But in truth, the ‘soup’ is necessary. The threat landscape literally changes every day, and so must 

the tools and techniques we use to defend against it.

According to a recent report from Accenture, 63% of high-growth companies have adopted a work-

from-anywhere model. Workplace definitions are changing, while hyper-expanding risk surfaces.

Traditional data protection used to focus on a business’s perimeter and the assets (hardware and 

software) that operated within its “walls”. Yet today’s borderless workplaces mean the perimeter 

no longer exists and instead creates almost a limitless attack surface. Every asset is critical for the 

sensitive data it collects, stores and shares.

Distributed workforces and an even greater reliance on connected devices and cloud services mean 

that sensitive data is everywhere, and without visibility it becomes more vulnerable to attack. Add 

data sprawl to the mix and suddenly businesses are facing a challenge that traditional security 

technology wasn’t designed to fix.

This guide explores how Attack Surface Management (ASM) has changed and why new technologies 

like Cyber Asset Attack Surface Management (CAASM) are necessary for better security hygiene and a 

stronger security posture.

Inside you’ll find CAASM use cases, best practice principles and a technology review to help you 

identify whether CAASM is right for your business.

https://www.accenture.com/ca-en/insights/consulting/future-work
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What is Attack Surface Management 
(ASM) and how has it changed?
All IT and security teams are responsible for understanding their organization’s internal and 

external attack surface as part of ongoing data loss prevention strategy.

Our reliance on connected systems, cloud applications and distributed work environments 

has changed the way IT and security teams think about and classify digital business assets. 

Traditionally, IT assets included hardware like desktops, printers, routers and switches. Today, 

assets include all of the hardware and software a business has, and that its employees use 

inside and outside its walls.

As businesses add new assets, they stretch their overall attack surface, increasing cyber risk 

and the likelihood of a data leak or security breach. Without visibility to digital assets and 

sensitive data, businesses increase their risk profile.
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Know the Lingo
Attack surface strategy is the process of understanding use cases that apply to your business 

based on the assets it uses, and the data that those assets collect, store and share. 

Attack surface assessment (ASA) are tools used to help businesses identify and rank attack 

surface use cases and their importance based on risk scoring.

Attack surface management (ASM) uses a combination of people, processes (industry best 

practices) and technology to manage and mitigate cyber risk and the threats that target a 

business’s internal and external digital assets.



What tech does Attack Surface 
Management use?
The marketplace is full of technology options that address the cybersecurity layer cake. Each technology is designed to 

achieve a different set of outcomes. Identifying and prioritizing which outcomes are most important to your business 

can help you choose technology that fits the nature of your business and the resources you have available to manage it.

When it comes to ASM, Gartner has identified three emerging technologies that support broader ASM strategy:
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Shared Use Cases

Internal Assets

Cyber Asset Attack Surface 
Management (CAASM) 

API integrations across existing tools 

to enable visibility to all assets across 

the organization, run queries, identify 

vulnerabilities, security gaps, and run 

remediation. 

Enterprise Brand Protection 
& Compliance

Digital Risk Protection Services (DRPS)

Technology and services that guard 

critical digital assets from external 

threats. DRPS give visibility to the open, 

dark and deep web to identify context on 

threat actors and the tactics they use to 

target the business. 

External Assets

External Attack Surface 
Management (EASM) 

A combination of processes, 

technologies and managed services 

that discover external or internet-

facing assets, systems and 

vulnerabilities that put the business 

at risk of attack.

Asset 
Management

DLP 
Strategy

Asset and Data 
Discovery

Remediation 
Prioritization

Source: Gartner – Innovation Insight for Attack Surface Management, March 24, 2022
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What is Cyber Asset Attack Surface 
Management (CAASM)?

CAASM technology proposes to fix a challenge that many 
businesses face: gaining and maintaining full visibility to 
all assets used by the business – and through a single 
pane of glass.

Of the three ASM pillars, CAASM provides some internal and external overlap. Depending on 

your business’s use cases, it could be a good place to start when considering ASM solutions as 

CAASM aims to establish your business’s risk benchmark and audit the assets and data your 

business has.

At a granular level, every asset, whether hardware, software or cloud-based is as valuable as 

the data it contains. And in today’s world, every asset collects, shares and stores sensitive 

structured and unstructured data types that elevate cyber risk.

Traditional attack surface management and mitigation relied on penetration testing and 

vulnerability assessments. However, the ever-changing threat landscape, remote work and 

distributed IT complicates the attack surface. 

Understanding your business’s attack surface starts with knowing where your business’s data is.
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Complete data visibility supports a broad spectrum 

of proactive cybersecurity measures and virtually 

eliminates the need for legacy penetration tests and 

vulnerability assessments.
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Does your business need CAASM?
Distributed workforces and an even greater reliance on connected devices and cloud services 

mean that sensitive data is everywhere. Limited or incomplete data visibility can create gaps 

that make data more vulnerable to attack. Add data sprawl to the mix and suddenly you’re 

facing challenges that traditional security technology wasn’t designed to fix.

All businesses face unique use cases depending on the kind of business it is, the industry it 

operates in, and the types of data it regularly handles. Here are the most common use cases 

CAASM can help to address:
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CAASM Use Cases

Security ControlsRegulatory Compliance & 
Audit Exercises

Asset & Data ClassificationGap Analysis



Can you “do” CAASM using your existing 
security tech stack?
Today thousands of cybersecurity products and services span nearly 30 technology categories. Odds are your business 

uses at least three of these technologies.

The industry’s current categories span capabilities that address the many layers that exist within modern IT infrastructure 

– the cybersecurity layer cake. This table captures the most common security capabilities, mapping the industry’s most 

talked about technologies and ASM technology functionality.

Page 8Note: DRPS technology cover web scanning and threat intelligence capabilities.

Controls and Capabilities

Popular Tech Categories Attack Surface Management

Asset  
Management 

Software

Data Loss 
Protection 
Softwar e

Data 
Classification 

Software
EDR XDR DRPS CAASM EASM

Inventory & Enterprise Asset Control x x x

Inventory & Control of Software Assets x x x

Data Discovery x x x x x x

Data Loss Prevention x  x

Secure Configuration of Enterprise 
Assets & Software

x

Account Management x x x x x x x

Access Control Management x x x x x x

Continuous Vulnerability Management x x x x x x

Network Infrastructure Management x x x x x x x

Malware Defenses x x x x x

Network Monitoring and Defense x x x x x x

Service Provider Management x x x x x x

Application Software Security x x x x

Incident Response x x x x x



Can you achieve CAASM without tech?
Improving your security posture always starts with embracing best practices and data protection and privacy frameworks. 

Whether you’ve got a team of 20, or a team of 2, layering security controls and processes ensures that your security program 

is capable of scaling to meet and face ongoing and ever-evolving threats.

The NIST data protection and data privacy frameworks and the CIS benchmarks are arguably the industry’s most recognized 

and universally applied guides. Regardless of what your security tech stack looks like, these frameworks encourage teams to 

focus on understanding what data the business has, which is more easily achieved and sustained through automated data 

discovery and classification.

Getting and maintaining visibility to your assets and classifying it according to the data types that are relevant to your 

business underpins even the most basic data protection and regulatory compliance initiatives. Here are some examples, in 

line with best practice pillars:

Page 9Note: DRPS technology cover web scanning and threat intelligence capabilities.

Best Practice Pillar Core Capability

Data Discovery & Classification
• Discover and maintain a data inventory by asset, automatically classifying sensitive data.
• Identify sensitive data types within the data inventory and define relevant data types.
• Query, report and drive operational steps and strategy considerations using real data.

Data Protection
• Customize settings to make it easy for employees to use systems securely (and harder to violate data policies).
• Understand critical data across all systems with an up-to-date inventory.

Compliance
• Continuously update data inventories, sensitive data classifications, data access permissions and data risk posture.
• Lower the complexity of compliance-based activities by maintaining a 10,000 ft view of the larger data landscape.
• See the full picture and be able to focus in on specific areas to answer audit questions.

Data Loss Prevention
• Continuously update data inventories, sensitive data classifications, data access permissions and data risk posture.
• Lower the complexity of compliance-based activities by maintaining a 10,000 ft view of the larger data landscape.
• See the full picture and be able to focus in on specific areas to answer audit questions.

Incident Response
• Continuously update data inventories, sensitive data classifications, data access permissions and data risk posture.
• Lower the complexity of compliance-based activities by maintaining a 10,000 ft view of the larger data landscape.
• See the full picture and be able to focus in on specific areas to answer audit questions.

https://www.cavelo.com/blog/applying-nist-cybersecurity-privacy-frameworks
https://www.cavelo.com/blog/what-are-the-cis-benchmarks
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So, does your business need to 
buy CAASM tools & tech?
Your business likely uses a combination of technology and outsourced services to 

support its data protection efforts. It’s also likely that your current approach covers 

CAASM principles - in part.
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Is it worth the spend? Here are some key considerations:

Do you still use manual processes (read: spreadsheets) to 
classify and track data?

If you answered yes, it’s time to consider automated data discovery, 

classification or CAASM technology to ensure you’ve got a complete and 

accurate inventory of your data. 

Are you a larger organization with a complex security program 
and multiple technologies?

CAASM offers a single-pane-of-glass approach that can consolidate many of 

the tools and technologies you’re using and enrich your inventories and data 

reporting by pulling all data sources into a single source. 

Do you have a resource-strapped team or a limited budget?

For the most part, CAASM solutions offer POCs so you can test whether it’s a 

good fit for your environment. Their nimble deployment also means you can 

get started fast, realize value quickly and free up your team to focus their 

energy on high priority tasks.

Are you worried it’s a fad?

Cybersecurity technology is constantly evolving, but one constant is the need 

to discover, track and manage your data and its vulnerabilities.



Technology comparison
Attack Surface Management is not new, however many of the technologies covered in ASM solutions categories are. That’s 

because innovative solutions tend to emerge from nimble start-ups or spinouts from large or legacy providers. Legacy and 

traditional technology vendors can sometimes take longer to adapt their offerings to address nascent capabilities.

When looking for potential technology vendors, you’ll find a mix of established technology providers, and newer start-ups. Every 

provider comes with pros and cons. You’ll need to weigh your requirements and use cases to narrow down the providers that 

match your needs.

The following chart highlights key CAASM capabilities and recognizable vendors offering CAASM-aligned solutions. There are many 

other vendors not captured in this list that either aren’t identifying as a CAASM vendors or have not been promoted as such.
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Note: Network Detective is a tool used most by Managed Security Services Providers (MSP or MSSP). If you currently outsource security 
management to a trusted partner, they likely use Network Detective in their tech stack.

T E C H N O L O G Y  V E N D O R S

Core Capabilities and Security Outcomes Axonius JupiterOne Tenable Varonis Network 
Detective Ground Labs

Inventory and Asset Control x x x

Data Discovery x x

Data Risk x x x x x

Data Loss Prevention (DLP) x x x x

Secure Configuration of Enterprise Assets and Software x x x x

Access Control Management x x x x

Continuous Vulnerability Management x x x x x

Cloud Discovery x x x x x
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Introducing The Cavelo Platform
Consolidating technologies and API integration for complete data visibility are core components of CAASM 

capabilities that support ASM. The Cavelo platform consolidates costly spend and multiple technologies. 

It’s a simple platform designed to help you and your team get a handle on your company’s assets and 

sensitive data, so you can protect it all through a single pane of glass. Unlike other CAASM technology, 

Cavelo prioritizes data as a business’s most critical asset, and so platform functionality leads with sensitive 

data discovery.

The platform’s key pillars and service integrations give you the ability to customize its dashboard and 

features to match your unique business requirements, use cases and regulatory frameworks.
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Discovery
To uncover sensitive data, including 

pictures and videos.

Protection
To quickly identify who can access 

company data, the potential cost of a 

breach, and the risk a brach will happen.

API Configurable
For integration with workflow 

platforms like SIEM, ticketing and 

business intelligence systems.

Tracking
To detect data loss and track 

data movement.

Policy/Reporting
For rule-based alterting, audit trail 

tracking and compliance reporting.

Benchmark History

Remediated Existing New Active Agents Remediated Existing New Active AgentsRemediated Existing New Active Agents

Vulnerability History

Data Risk by Host Top At-Risk Hosts Remediated Cavelo Data Risk Score: 4.4
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LAPTOP-98HGT 5 2

Risk Cost

52

3.7 (High)
Cavelo Data Risk Score

3.4 (Medium)
Cavelo Data Risk Score

4.0 (High)
Data Cost Risk

1.0 (Very Low)
Benchmark Risk

5.0 (Very High)
Endpoint Vulnerability Risk
Max CVSS c2 Score: 10
Mac CVSS v3 Score: 9.8

Tests Passes: 1,709
Tests Failed: 121

Cost of Breach: $476,400
Instance Count: 206

Max CVSS c2 Score: 0
Mac CVSS v3 Score: 0

2.0 (Low)
Remote Vulnerability Risk

Reports Schedules Agents Cavelo User

ANALYT ICS

Overview

Deployments

Coverage

Scheduling

Data Discovery

Data Protection

Data Permission

Software Inventory

Domains

Policies

Alerts

Agents

Connectors

Users

Config

OPERATION

ADMIN ISTRAT ION
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Here’s how the Cavelo platform  
supports ASM
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API integrations

Access and manage data from popular cloud services like Office365, Google Workspace, 

Salesforce, Dropbox and more with Cavelo’s built-in API connectors.

Data queries

Drive operational and security decision making with real data using Cavelo’s query and 

reporting capabilities.

Vulnerability remediation and management

Take advantage of agent-based and remote network scanning that provides you with an 

accurate and thorough vulnerability report. Agent-based scanning scans hosts capable of 

installing agents (like laptops, desktops and servers), and network peripherals (including 

printers, switches and firewalls). All findings including affected hosts, open ports and 

affected software are pushed to your Cavelo dashboard with recommended mitigation and 

remediation guidance. 

Comprehensive data classification and data inventorying

Auto-classify sensitive information like personal banking, social security and employment 

information based on your company’s unique environment and needs. The platform’s 

always-on data discovery and classification capabilities auto-classify all data files by type, 

including picture and video files. 

Complete asset and data visibility

See your entire environment, all in one centralized location. The platform provides 

complete visibility into all assets that connect to your organization and all of the sensitive 

data those assets collect and store.  



To be able to press a button and discover a 

data type is a huge benefit. I can hand the 

platform to front line managers to mitigate 

risk and manage data security across the 

organization in a unified way, versus relying 

on manual measures.

Mark Dillon
Vice President of Information Technology 

Waterloo North Hydro
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Getting started is simple

We’re confident the Cavelo platform will change the way you think about data discovery, 

data protection, and compliance reporting. Book a call with our sales team to dicuss Cavelo’s 

affordable monthly subscription packages.

Get started

The Cavelo platform offers pricing that’s easy on 
your budget and right-sized for your business

Depending on the type of business you are and the industry you operate in your data 

protection and compliance requirements will vary. That’s why the Cavelo platform is offered as 

a right-sized platform that can meet your needs today and scale with your business, regardless 

of how many assets, data sources, cloud applications, and endpoints connect to the network. 

Our pricing model is simple and starts based on the number of data sources and employees 

your business has.

Seeing is believing. Within hours of deploying Cavelo you’ll see:

ROI
Get valuable data that you 

can take to your leadership 

or decision makers.

Competitive review
We’re not shy! Compare us to 

the software or tools you’re 

using today.

Immediate value
Let your team members test 

it too to make sure Cavelo is 

right for you!

Real reports
Run reports (even in trial) that 

you can review and share with 

your team.

Full functionality
Access full platform functionality 

and our team of experts who can 

help you along the way. 

Use case vetting
Test the product against all 

of the use cases your team 

handles.

Sign up Download 
Cavelo agent

Login to 
portal

Start system 
scan

Run your first 
report
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http://www.cavelo.com/demo


Cavelo helps businesses achieve attack surface management with automated data discovery, 

classification and reporting. Its cloud compatible cyber asset attack surface management (CAASM) 

platform continuously scans, identifies, classifies and reports on sensitive data across the organization, 

simplifying compliance reporting, vulnerability management and risk remediation.

For more information, visit www.cavelo.com or follow us on LinkedIn.

https://www.cavelo.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cavelo-inc/

